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SUMMARY
Someresults from a thin-alrfoil theory of an ejector-flapped wing
section are reviewed briefly with particular attention given to the global
match:[ng of the external airfoil flow with the ejector internal flow and the
ow.rall ejector-flapped wing-section aerodynamic performance.
INTRODUCTION
Within tile last two decades, considerable numbers of high-lift concepts
for V/STOLaircraft have been proposed. Oneamongthese is the ejector-
flapped wing (fig. i) also knownas the augmentor wing, the ejector wing, the
augmentedjet-flap wing, etc. The ejector-flapped wing operates on a principle
slmilar to the ordinary Jet-flapped wing in that use is madeof a trailing jet
sheet to increase the circulation about the wing itself. It differs from the
jet-flapped wing in the presence of ejector air intakes and the existence of
an augmented trailing-edge momentum flux resulting from the ejector action.
Since the augmented traillng-edge momentum flux is an internal-flow phenomenon,
the basic difference in the external aerodynamics of the two systems is due to
the air-lntake flows. The intake flows behave as sink flows and are not
accounted for in the usual jet-flap theory (refs. 1 and 2).
Woo[ard, in reference 3, has performed a theoretical analysis of an
ejector-flapped wing section based on a small-perturbation thin-airfoil mathe-
matical mode] which takes into account the intake sink flows. Although much
of the emphasis of reference 3 was on the thin-airfoil modeling of the exter-
nal flow, the paper was also concerned with the global matching of the airfoil
external flow with the ejector internal flow and the overall ejector-flapped
wing-section aerodynamic performance. Since the theme of this workshop is
thrust-augmenting ejectors, the principal emphasis in this overview of
reference 3 will be on global matching and overall aerodynamic performance.
This paper is intended to be only a brief overview of reference 3.
Creater detail may be found in the original document.
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cross-sectional area
ejector-flap span
airfoil chord
flap chord
primary-Jet installed momentum coefficient, pU_ hj/q c
primary-Jet uninstalled momentum coefficient, pU_ hj/q c
__ ^
primary-Jet test momentum coefficient, pUjhjUj/q c
ejector exit-flow momentum coefficient, pU_hE/q c
lift coefficient
airfoil nose-up pitching-moment coefficient about the leading edge
thin airfoil suctlon coefficient, Q/U c
ejector net suction coefficient, (U s - U )hs/U c
ejector gross suction coefficient, Ushs/U c; (Cq = Cq + hs/C)
ejector net-thrust coefficient, (pUSh E - 0UsU h-s/q c )
prlmary-jet uninstalled net-thrust coefficient, oUj(Uj - U )hj/q c
heights at ejector diffuser inlet and exit, respectively
mean height of ejector primary-Jet nozzle, Aj/bf
mean height of ejector secondary flow passage at primary-jet As/b f
static pressure
total pressure
free-stream dynamic pressure, (0/2)U 2
two-dimensional ideal-flow sink strength
mean local axial velocity within the ejector (except U )
primary-jet uninstalled isentroplc velocity, [(2/0)(Pj - p_)]l/2
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x ]'
free-stream velocity
forward-speed parameter, UoJO j
rectangular coordinates, see figure 2
clmrdwLse location of sink on airfoil of unit chord
angle of attack
trailing-edge flap deflection angl.e, positive for trailing edge down
density
o = 1 for an upper-surface sink, o = -i for a lower-surface sink
ejector diffuser area ratio, AE/A e
ejector injection area ratio, As/A j
denotes the diffuser
ejector station e, see figure 6
ejector station E, see figure 6
denotes an ejector-flapped wing
denotes tile trailing-edge flap
denotes station j and the ejector primary jet, see figure 6
denotes a jet-augmented-flapped wing
denotes the ejector secondary flow (except x )
s
denotes a free-stream quantity
denotes quantities associated with isentropic flow from P. to p_
J
denotes a velocity normalized by dividing by U.
J
denotes a mean quantity
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DISCUSSION
The External Aerodynamics
A thin-airfoil representation of an ejector-flapped wing section having
an upper intake only is shown in figure 2. The main airfoil and flap are
approximated by straight lines, the ejector net intake flow by a surface sink l
(not necessarily at the flap knee, but usually taken there), and the actual
jet sheet of finite thickness by an infinitesimally thin sheet having a finite
internal momentum. In this approximation the ejector intake and exhaust open-
ings are required to be small relative to the airfoil chord. The internal and
ext_.rnal flow fields are not requit-ed to match in fine detail at their _nt_r-
face, but the values of the ejector intake net mass flow and ejector exhaust
total momentumflux must match those used in external flow aerodynamics.
Although figure 2 is illustrative of the modeling for an ejector-£1apped
wing section with an upper intake only, the fundamental solution obtained in
rc,ferenc_ 3 is valid for any sink location on the wing upper or lower surface.
Sim:e the. governing equations are linear for the small perturbation analysis
ol reference 3, solutions and boundary conditions are additive and a solution
for an ejector-flapped wing section having both upper and lower intakes is
obtained by adding the appropriate individual solutions for upper ai_d lower
surface sink flows.
The flow shown in figure 2 consists of three additive components as
illustrated on the left-hand side of figure 3. These are: i) the flow about
a (fat plate at angle of attack with trailing-edge tangential (reguJar) blow-
ing; 2) the flow about a flapped airfoil at zero angle of attack with regular
blowing; 3) the flow about a flat-plate suction airfoil at zero angle of
attack with regular blowing, as shown in the bottom left-hand illustration of
figure 3. Shown for comparison on the right-hand side of figure 3 is an
i_lenlized representation of a real-flow ejector-flapped wing having an ejector
without a diffuser. Spense in references i and 2, respectively, has solved
the aforementioned flow component cases i and 2. The solution for the flc_w
about the flat-plate suction airfoil shown in figures 3 and 4 Js given by
Wo_,l.ard in reference 3.
Although the external flow analysis of Woolard yields othc'r aerodynamic
details, only the lift and pitching moment coefficients will be discussed
here. These characteristics are given by
+ (:_c_/;_cc2)c q 1)
Cm = ('_cm /3'z)_+ (")Cm /r;,_f)_f+ (<)era/0cq)cQ
O O O O
2)
wllere the. component terms on the right-hand sides of equations (I) and (2) are
Che ,:ontcibutious of the various component flows illustrated on the left-hand
IA sink f<_r which the flow enters a point from only one side of a _urfact..
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slde of figure 3. All the partial derivatives in equations (i) and (2) are
functions of the jet-moment-urn coefficient, cj. The deriw_tives with respect
to _f and CQ are also functions respectively of the flap chord to airfoil
chord ratio and the sink (intake) chordwise ]ocation. It is the third term on
th__ right-hand side of equations (!) and (2) that involves matching of the
ejector flow characteristics, since f(_r a given ejector geometry, ejector
primary air-supply pressure ratio, and ejector forward speed, a specific
relation exists for CQ/Cj.
Curves showing (_c_/:}CQ)/O and (;)Cmo/OCQ)/O as _ function of cj for
sew, ral sink locations are presented in figure 5. The parameter o employed
in the figure provides for the placement of a sink (intake) on the upper or
Jower surface or both. For an upper surface sink, _ = -i; while for a fewer
surf;ice sink, c_ = -I. It is seen in figure 5, that for a sink on tlm upper
surfa_'e only, the sink effect alone (i.e., cj = O) contributes an incremental
increase' to the lift coefficient that becomes larger as the sink approaches
the trail ing edge. It is also seen that the interference effect of the jet
sheet (C,l -_ 0) decreases the lift coefficient and increases the nose-up
pttq:hing moment.
The Suction Coefficient
The discussion thus far has been concerned with n thin-airfoil approxi-
mat ion Ln which the real airfoil and the ejec-tor shroud (or shrouds) are taken
to lie on a single skeletal line. A real ejector-flapped wing, however, has
a finite_-height intake ( or intakes) and a question ar.ises regarding the
application of a limiting process in which the intake height is reduced to
zero in a manner such that the thin-airfoil aerodynamics most appropriately
represents the real-airfoil aerodynamics. Since the thin-airfoil approxima-
tion is an imperfect representation of the real flow, there' cannot be a one-
to-_,ne correspondence between the reaJ and theoretical flows and a decision
must be made regarding which properties are to be matched in a thin-airfoil
representation. Certainly the lift coefficient is an important quantity to
be ccmserved. The thrust coefficient is of lesser importance in the thin-
airfoil representation since it is easily determined from considerations of
conserwttton of global momentum applied directly to the real flow. As an
intermediate step to taking the limiting process, consider the "idealized real
wing" shown in f-tgure 6 r_,presenting a real ejector-flapped wing (with upper
shroud only) at zero angle of attack and zero flap deflection. In this
repr_,sentation, the main airfoil and the shroud are of infinitesimal thickness,
but the total airfoil is not a thin airfoil because of the smaJl, but finite,
intake height (exaggerated in the figure, for clarity). For an arbitrary
intake flow in figure 5 there is no formal procedure for appl.ying a limiting
pro_:_:ss in wllich the lift coefficient is haiti ccmstant. However, as will be
shown subsequently, the appropriate limit can be obtained by inductive reasou-
i,g. On the other hand, the limit in which the intake mass flow is held con-
stant while the intake height is reduced to zero is easi._y tmplemented by
_iimply taking the theoretical sink mass flow equal to the gross intake mas,_
flow of the real wing. in this case, the suction coefficient used in the
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theoretLcal relations is the ejector gross suction coefficient, _Q. Use of
the gross suction coefficient _s suggested by Chan (ref. 4) and Lopez (ref. 5).
On the bases of the argument which follows and a comparison with other work,
the present author maintains that the ejector net suction coefficient, CQ, is
the correct suction coefficient to use in the thin airfoil representation.
For the purposes of the present argument, the idealized real flow in
figure 6 is taken to be the real flow since the intake has a finite height.
Now consider a flow in which the intake capture streamline is parallel to the
main airfoil as shown by the dashed line a'b in figure 6. For this situ-
ation, CQ = 0 and CQ = hs/c. Since in this case all the streamlines of the
idealized real flow are parallel there is no lift (or moment) on the real wing,
hence the thin-airfoil theory should yield zero lift and moment. Use of the
ejector net suction coefficient, CQ = 0, in the thin-airfoil results of
figure 5 for this case, yields the proper zero lift and moment; use of the
ejector gross suction coefficient, CQ = hs/c , however, yields incorrect non-
zero values for the lift and moment. It follows that the thin-airfoil lift
and moment coefficients based on CQ will be in error also for an arbitrary
intake mass flow (CQ _ hs/c).
Although matching of the thin-airfoil and real flows by means of the net
suction coefficient yields the proper lift and pitching-moment coefficients in
the thin-airfoil approximation, it fails to give the correct thrust coefficient.
This latter property is easily obtained from the real flow as
CT = (:J - 2 (CQ + hs/c). Inconsistencies of this type frequently occur in
approximate representations of complicated flows, and generally are tolerated
f,)r the purposes of obtaining an engineering estimate of the problem being
s<)lv(,d.
Although it is believed that the foregoing argument demonstrates that the
_,iector net suction coefficient, CQ, J s the proper coefficient to use in the
thin-airfoil approximation, additional justification is provided by the
tc_l|owinK comparison with the work of Sidor (ref. 6).
Sidor has performed an analysis and digital-computer computation for the
flow sit,_ation illustrated in figure 7. Sidor employs distributed vortices
over t:hc main airf(_il, over the upper and lower ejector shroud surface_;, and
over th_ upper and lower interfaces of the jet sheet. The flow momentum
imparted by the ejector is represented by an actuator disk located at the. aft
und of the ejector shrouds as indicated in figure 7. For _ = 6f = O, Sidors
mod¢,1 is ana]ogous to the flow situation of figure 4 and therefore can be used
to obtain a rough check of how well the present sink-flow jet-flap model
approximates the flow for a finite height shroud, and to provide also some
insight regarding the selection of the proper suction coefficient.
For <_ -- 6f = O, the variation of the lift coefficient with the jet-
mom_'ntum Loefficient, c j, for the actuator-disk flow model (taken from ref. 6)
is shown [n figure 8. Also shown in figure 8 are the lift coefficient curves
I+or the sink-flow jet-flap model based on the net and gross intake suction
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coefficients corresponding to the relationship 2 between c and c_- for theQ o
actu_itor disk. Since the curve based on the use of the net-suction coeffi-
cient agrees much more favorably with the actuator-disk flow model curve, it
can be concluded from this agreement and the previously presented argument
that the net-suction coefficient, CQ, is the proper one to use in the present
mode] .
One-Dimensional Ejector-Flow Relations
A schematic representation of an ejector flap is given in figure 9. The
ejector internal flow is taken to be incompressible and is analyzed on tile
basis of assumptions that the flow properties are uniform at any given cross-
sectional station and there are no flow losses except those due to mixing, it
is recognized that this is an oversimplification for aircraft design purposes.
The purpose here, however, is to delineate the general characteristics of the
integrated externa]-internal aerodynamic system and this is best accomplished
by keeping the mathematical modeling as simple as possible.
The primary air is injected at station j (see fig. 9), and mixing with
the secondary air is assumed to be completed at the end of the constant cross-
sectional area region extending between stations j and e. It is assumed also
that the static pressures of the primary and secondary streams are equal at
ti_e inj_,ction station j and that the diffuser-exit static pressure is equal
t,_ II_, free-stream static pressure. In view of the assumption of loss-free
flow i, the intake, the primary nozzle, and the diffuser, Bernoulli's equation
Is app| Icable to these regions.
In the e_ector anal ytics, flow velocities are nondimensionalized by
d[vid[nF by Uj, where Uj is the velocity attained by the primary nozzle
exhausting isentropically to the free-stream static pressure. This velocity
is a measure of the primary-air total pressure, the quantity most like]y to
be held constant during the major portion of a landing or take-off operation.
On the base of the aforementioned assumptions, the gow, rning equations
for the ojector internal flow are
2u. 2 - u _(1 - _j) - UE2(I + g_D2)(l + _2j) + Uoo2(l + _2j) = 0 (3)j s
U. + 0 f_. = UE(I + nj)n D (4)j s j
0.2 = _ 2 _ O 2 + 1 (5)
J s oo
Equntions (3) and (4) are respectively expressions of conservation of momentum
and mass butweon stations j and e in figure 9. These forms of the conser-
vat ion equations were derived from the basic forms by appropriate use of
Bern_,u]li's equation, continuity, and the previously mentioned assumptions.
:_]:or the actuator disk, it is easily shown that the relation between
th_' net-suction coefficient and the jet-momentum coe|-ficient is given by
":c_ _ [ (h/c),:jY-I t/:_ - (h/c).
9]
Equation (5) is a consequence of the equality of Ps and pj and the use of
Bernoulli's equation for the primary and secondary flows.
The quantities
the use of equations
9
in 0 s •
UJ and UE may be eliminated from equation (i) through
(3) and (4), yielding the following quadratic equation
aoOs4 + (b o+b2o2)os2 +Co +c2 _2 +c_0_4__ 0 (6)
where
ao = (_Zj + 1)2 [£j2 _ 2(i + 2£D2)£ j + i]
b ° = -4_D2f_j3 + 2(2,_D4 - 5_2D2 - l)£j 2 + 4(_D4 - 2_QD2)£ j - 2_D2 + 2
= -2_D2_)j4 + 4£D_£2j3 + 2(2_D4 + 3_D2 + I)£. 2 + 4_D2£ j -J
b 2
2
c ° = [,_D 2 - (i- 2£D2_2j)]2
c = 2(i + [_D2_2j2)[_D2 - (i - 2f_D2_j)]2
c = (I + _D2£j2) 2
I{
(6) may be solved for 0s2 by the standard quadratic formula. ForEquation
the sign options preceding the radical, the negative sign must be selected.
The numerics are much more convenient, however, if equation (6) is divided
through by a o and then solved by the quadratic formula. In this case, the
sign of the radical is given by (-sgn ao).
(7)
(8)
(9)
(lO)
(11)
(]2)
Solution of equation (6) yields 0 s as a function of the forward-speed
parameter, Uoo, the injection area ratio, £j, and the diffuser area ratio, £ZD"
With 0 s known, 0 E and 0j can be determined as functions of 0oo, _j, and _D
by means of equations (4) and (5). By appropriate substitutions, the ejector
coefficients, cj, cj*, ct, CQ, and CQ (see symbols) also can be determined as
functions of U, _j, _D.
Some selected ejector characteristics as functions of the forward-speed
ratio are shown in figures i0 through 12 for a diffuser area ratio of unity.
For aircraft high-lift operations, forward-speed ratios in the vicinity of 0.1
may be anticipated. For a primary nozzle speed of i000 ft/sec, say, this
corresponds to a flight speed of i00 ft/sec.
Shown in figure i0 is the exit-momentum ratio cj/cj. This parameter has
.i wllue of unity for a iet flap and is a measure of the increase in the exit-
momentum coefficient of an ejector flap over that of a jet flap having the
._ame primary-air supply pressure ratio. The parameter, cj/cj is important to
the lift. It is apparent from the figure that both forward speed and increased
injection-area ratio are beneficial to increasing cj/cj. The thrust, howew, r,
behaves differently with forward speed and injection-area ratio as may be seen
in figure 11. It is seen in this figure that regardless of the injection-area
ratio the thrust augmentation decreases with forward speed, reaching values of
less than I.i for speed ratios in excess of 0.3. At small forward-speed ratios
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th,, thrust augmentation increases with increasing injection-area ratio while
at the high ratios the opposite occurs. In the region of potential interest
for high-lift systems (0oo/Uj= 0.i) the injection-area ratio has little effect
except at very low area ratios.
Finally, the behavior of the net suction coefficient with forward speed
ratio is shown in figure 12 which indicates that for a constant area ratio,
As/A_, the suction coefficient reaches a maximumvalue at a particular forward-
speeo ratio. The maximumsuction coefficient and the corresponding speed
ratio are seen to be a function of the injection-area ratio, although at tl_e
higher area ratios the variation of the maximumwith speed ratio is slight.
For area ratios of interest for high-lift systems (As/Aj m i0) the maximum
coefficients occur at forward-speed ratios typical of high-lift systems. It
ts seen also from figure 12 that for the maximumsuction coefficients and a
c,i of unity, CQ and 6f are of the same order of magnitude for flap angles el
approximately five degrees. Ilence in this regime, for small flap-chord to
airfoil-chord ratios at which (_cE/aco) and (8c_/,36f) are o_ approximately the
same order of magnitude, the suction dnd flap lift contributions are also of
approximately the same order of magnitude.
Relative Lift Performance
The lift performance of an ejector-flapped wing relative to that of a
wing with a jet-augmented flap, based on the relations given in this paper, is
,qhown in figure 13 for typical values of the pertinent parameters. It can be
seen in the figure that for forward-speed ratios below 0.3 the ejector-flap
lilt is substantially superior and continues to increase in superiority as the,
forward :_peed is reduced. The superiority also increases with increasing
elector size as indicated by the gains accompanying the change in the relative
frazzle height from 0.005 to 0.010. The lift superiority of the ejector-flapped
wing also increases with decreasing flap deflection. As may be seen in
_igure 14, this effect is because the relative suction contribution to the
lift of the ejector-flapped wing is larger at lower flap angles.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
On the basis of simple mathematical models of the external and internal
(lows, :_n _ntegrated theoretical analysis of the aerodynamics of an ejcctor-
flapl)ed wing was developed in reference 3. The external aerodynamics was
sy_temized [or c,ase of application in the aforementioned reference by inclusion
el ;i table of Fourier coefficients. The incompressible, idealized, forward-
spt,ed c iector-flow equations from reference 3 have been presented tn this
p_p_,r. The normalized form used for these equations is believe_] to be the
m_.st appropriate for interfacing with the external aerodynamics. Some par_l-
metric curves of e iector forward-speed characteristics have been alqo pre-
'_cnted. Although forward-speed effects on exit momentum and m,t thrust ot
e]<'cC_,r,q :ire generally well-known, it is believed to Imve bee_1 w_rtllwhile to
r,,cml_h_:_iz_ • llmse and cast them in a form appropriate for interlacing witll the
exl(.rual _ler(,dynamics. The delineation of the suction-f[t_w coefficient
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characteristics is believed to be new or at least relatively unfamiliar. The
idealized lift performance of an ejector-flapped wing relative to a jet-
augmented-flapped wing has been compared and the ejector-flapped wing was
found to be substantially superior at low forward-speed ratios. Finally, it
w_is determined that the suction effect on the lift is most significant at low
flap angles.
Despite the idealized character of the flow model, it is believed that it
adequately delineates the important trends. Because of its relative simplic-
ity, it is easily amenable to empirical modification for use as a preliminary
design tool.
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Figure i0.- Exit-momentum augmentation ratio as a function of tile forward-
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Figure 12.- Ratio of net suction coefficient to jet-momentum coefficient as a
function of the forward-speed ratio and the injection-area ratio.
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